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Not being well versed in Christianity could make my questions seem shallow, misinformed or ignorant. If
so, I agree with at least the last of those 3 adjectives, maybe the last two. If they're shallow, your choice of
puddle makes that assessment. How about blasphemous, folks? It requires a religious perspective I can
neither claim nor address; ugly is in the eye of the beholder.
Discussion, speculation, preaching, worship and general talk about a second birth, arrival, return or whathave-you of Jesus Christ have probably been around as long as The New Testament. I ask The
Committee, is it: 1) going to happen 2) how 3) why 4) where or 5) why not?
Q:
Esteemed Committee, please answer the most important of 1 through 5 in the order more correct
than my ignorance arranges, or your preferred choice, or both.
C:
Greetings to all, our salutations and welcome. Exclude the billions of Hindu, Muslim, Buddhist,
Sikh and Jewish humans, shall you? Joking we say this, for whom on Earth is or should be properly
excluded from knowledge of theology while following or practicing it?
Q:
C:

That would be a historically large number and it still exists, even right here in the good 'ole USA.
Yes.

Q:
C:

Fear of new knowledge means doubts in the existing?
New knowledge should enhance the existing, otherwise it is not.

Q:
Why does all the talk of a second coming occur?
C:
It is very gratifying to have ideas translated into the five human physical senses, and the senses
are ranked, also. This is why you so vigorously use airlines, they provide a crude yet accurate example of
your soul.
Q:
C:

To see someone face to face?
Even where there are no faces?

Q:
Touché. There are no faces in Heaven?
C:
There are, they are optional and not required. They provide but an appearance. The contact is
what matters, and this changes not at all for a human. Human use of long distance travel reaches for the
instant contact available for all souls in Heaven.
Q:
What a lack of privacy!
C:
Where it is not possible, privacy is not necessary. There are bathrooms, so no risk of disturbing
someone accidentally inside one, arises. And so forth. What things humans prefer to shroud inside what
humans deem privacy are not considered worth or necessary to conceal.
Q:
C:

So, Heaven is a big nudist colony?
Yes, but without the need for bodies.

Q:
OK, let's get back to the J.C. subject; what is the attraction of the idea Christ would reincarnate?
C:
It would provide physical evidence of the soul's permanence, which is an oxymoron.
Q:
C:

What's the oxymoron, physical permanence?
Yes, physical things are temporary.

Q:
C:

Is Christ going to re-incarnate and show up as Yeshua 2.0?
Not under any software release or version. No.

Q:
C:

Why not?
That life is done, from the Earth perspective.

Q:
C:

OK, a new life but the same guy. Lots of humans would accept that.
If it is a new life incarnation on Earth, it cannot be the same person. Not possible.

Q:
What's the attraction and hope?
C:
That Yeshua might serve as inspiration as once happened. This is also an illusion. Inspiration is
an retrospective view which exists only inside a time line, specifically when looking backwards into the
nonexistent, but seemingly very real, past. The growth of the movement is what allows observers to create
the idea the initial steps were the inspiration. If the movement never grew and the ideas never gained
popularity, then inspiration, for the precise same events, would never be said.
The idea a reincarnation would inspire anything is an arrogant assumption against human free will.
Q:
C:

Yes, but so many of us would deposit great faith in such person, based on beliefs.
Just as you all do, every day all day, with through and for many things..

Q:
So Jesus Christ is not going to re-incarnate, not as anything even remotely resembling what his
life of twenty centuries ago was?
C:
No.
Q:
How do non-Christians feel about this?
C:
Few feel anything about the subject and even more know and care nothing. Religion is an option.
Yeshua's soul loves everyone the same, regardless of religious belief, choice or abstinence.
Q:
Pretty simple subject.
C:
Yes, as are all but for complication of belief, another well exercised human choice. Be well and
happy, one and all.

